


Educating at all levels on environmental concepts, issues, and alternatives 
Pioneering initiatives throughout the host society to promote environmental pro-active awareness
and behavior. 
Creating economic opportunities for the general population. 

Waste water treatment/ Effluent treatment
Bio-cleaning of lakes and ponds
Solid organic waste treatment and Composting 
Odour control 
Soil modification 
Crop yield management 
Facilitating sustainable agriculture
Biodegradable cleaning and degreasing chemicals
Dust control in mining, construction and cement factories
Phytonutrients mainly from Agri-crops such as curcumin from turmeric

BIOMAX PROFILE

Biomax is a provider for eco-friendly Enviro-protective solutions. Biomax is a fusion between a range of
consulting, development and manufacturing firms. We provide environment friendly solutions that
deliver outstanding results. Biomax provides solutions to meet demands and needs without depleting
natural resources. 

Our office is located in Thane. We strive to integrate our products and services into each market through
business opportunities and collaborations with local Institutions, companies and organizations. Our
products are well suited to emerging agriculturally dominant and rapidly industrializing environment
sensitive markets.

The Company’s activities are focused on structuring and managing an integrated organization of
Academic Professionals, Scientific Institutes, Government Agencies, Technology providers, Distributors,
Sales Organizations, and Customers, with a collective goal for positively impacting the host society and
its environment. 

BIOMAX always tries to offer unique but simple approaches for waste recycling may it be wastewater or
solid waste. Also, for bio-cleaning of ponds and lakes as water is becoming increasingly scarce
commodity. Efforts are always directed towards developing products with integration of recent
technologies into simplistic user-friendly operations. BIOMAX investigates concepts and undertakes
scientific research in coordination with laboratories institutes having appropriate facilities. Under the
expert’s advice and information available from various sources BIOMAX offers products covering
concepts to recommendations and also helps in implementation. 

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS AN ORGANIZATION 

BIOMAX PRODUCT RANGE AND TECHNOLOGIES 

For more information, reach us on
E:mail: info@biomaxnaturals.com

Mobile: +91 9987557585


